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About This Game

Playing "Sky Flight" you will be incarnated in a bird that will face different aerial tours. If you like flight simulators, if you like
arcade games with retro graphics, if you want to have a good time in a relaxed way or even if your dream is to fly like birds do

"Sky Flight" is a perfect game for you.

In this game you control a bird that will fly through a desert, with a day-night cycle, giving more dynamism to the game.
Along the desert will be a route full of rings that you will have to go through inside.

You are allowed very few failures, therefore, be careful to pass or you will lose the game. The difficulty of the game increases
as time passes, because the speed is much greater, and the maneuvers are very difficult, making the player need some skill and

good reflexes.
In addition, the journey is infinite, therefore you will always try to overcome yourself, trying to beat your own best scores.

How to play:

-WASD or Arrow Keys to move the bird up, left, down and right.

-Mouse to navigate through menu and settings.
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I have a lot of love for the Broken Sword series but BS4 is a tough pill to swallow and not one I'd recommend. Even those
recommending it don't recommend it... seriously read the other comments.

I forgive BS3 for attempting to fit in with other games of the time but it feels like Revolution learnt nothing from BS3's short
comings and probably at the time lost the motivation to care as well. To the point where I'd swear the second half of the game
was just 'eh, good enough' and pushed out of the door.

BS4's story is weak - Rolf Saxon delivery just about saves some of the dialogue but even then it's an up hill battle.

The character's don't develop particularly well and any hopes of Nico remedying this go out the window. Nico goes from being
one of the best part of Broken Sword to some generic 'chip on her shoulder' background character.

The puzzles range from really annoying 'hacking' mini games that serve no purpose other than a lazy way to pad out gameplay -
to actually decoding the manuscripts you come across and feeling good about yourself - to 'how was that even remotely what the
clue hinted at!!!' (I'm looking at you crucifix puzzle...)

Play BS1, BS2, even BS3 as it has it's moments, and then go to BS5. You really aren't missing out on anything with this one and
AMD users will miss the headache of the infamous shadow glitch. I would even recommend the fan made Broken Sword 2.5
(which is pretty decent as it goes) over BS4. Otherwise get it in a bundle with the other games and save it for when you have
nothing better to do.. I crafted a badge few days ago and got a 90% coupon for this game. I felt like i had to buy it. I started to
play it and i thought the game is not even working when i laınched it for the first time.
  If you beat the first level, you kind of don't have to play the rest of it since the other levels are the same but slightly faster.
  You have to collect a certain amount of gifts to beat a level, you will not achieve anything by surviving for a while.
  The game puts you into situations where you have little to no chance of getting no hit unless you figured out that you can go
forward or get a speed boost powerup.
  The music is depressing and it gets faster as you go on.
  You don't get an achivement by completing a level. You have to play the next level if you want an achievement.
  You know how people sometimes say "your" instead of "you're"? Well, in this game, there's only "you". No "your" nor "you're"
 Overall, i'd give this game a 5/10 if i have to be generous.. Absolutely beautiful game. I loved it. The music is very good too..
The latest update fixes some problems with this DLC, and even adds a new ship style for the United Earth faction! Now this
DLC is truly worth it in my opinion!. Really good first impressions with this little indie game!

The controls are solid, the gameplay is fast paced and satisfying, and the graphics are adorable!

Here's some things I'd like to see changed\/fixed while its in early access:
1. There's some soft lock problems when alt-tabbing in\/out of the game, especially on the keyboard menus.
2. There needs to be a frame limit option. My game was running at 400+fps and my fans were going crazy.
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3. Some of the obstacles in the rooms blend right in with the floor. They should stand out a bit more.
4. The control setup is already pretty good, and I understand Unity's input manager is kinda bad, but it would be cool to be able
to customize controls.

PS: I'm keeping this giant donut on my character forever!!! :D Keep up the good work Mr. Thee!. Great game,

Oldschool mechanics, great atmosphere, nice graphics, immersive sound track, solid gameplay.

Worth it 100%. Sound Shift gets too much hate, it might not be the best game, but at full price, it's only three dollars, and it goes
on sale often, I think a lot of people miss the point of the game, being that it's something to do absentmindedly while zoning out
to your music. I think it's worth the buy.

EDIT: did not get any form of special content for buying the game before it went Free2Play
I spent money on this not only for myself, but I had also bought it for a friend.
I am going to set this as a negative review until I get something, at least. setting a game as Free2Play is unfair to people who
payed for the full price game.. CONs: Only one trading card and no achievements. Levels can be finished with a simple exercise
of dodging enemies. Soundtrack gets me nervous. There isn't any score system (it may be a fundant pillar of the shmup genre).
Controls should be remapped (moving my bug with Xbox's D-pad is uncomfortable).

PROs: nice storyline (even though an extinct mankind is still throwing nuclear bombs every six seconds), good graphics.
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I actually kinda liked the story and I think the idea itself was neat. But the artwork is underwhelming at least and the chosen font
is ugly. There are sound effects, but they are awkwardly loud and don't add anything to the overall atmosphere of the game.

The music itself is okay, but it is buggy. Once I turned of the noisy sound effects, the music itself stopped. If this hasn't occured
I would have given Paranormal Teens a thumbs up, but a visual novel should not be buggy, not even if it's a free VN on steam.

But I would definitely play a prettier, bug-free remake of this.. Supported communism, told off it's haters, got blacklisted, and
still got an Oscar winning movie.

12\/10. This game will make you concentrate.. on.. some things. :v. C H A O S !

One Word to describe the whole Story of a Game.
Oh yes, that is too simple, isn`t it`?

After tons of Games over all the years, i think it is not that easy to create a new creative Story for a game.
God of Chaos is making trouble, Goddess of Creation does things right. Cut!

Well, let us have a look at the Game itself. And here we have something new, something i haven`t played before after all my
gaming years since the AMIGA Era.
At first we have a puzzle Game. It looks like a puzzle, it plays like a puzzle, so what is new?
One Word: Mosaic.

As i bought the Game i was looking for some puzzle Game, this one was at sale so i got. Installed and started.
After a nice Introduction Movie, reaching the Gaming Menu i got my first surprise.
A really nice Song, yes a song, not an instrumental Theme, was playing and it sounds really good.
One good reason to buy the Game Soundtrack.

Before playing you can choose if you play relaxing or against time.
Getting the Game started i got one not completed Mosaic. On the right side you have some pieces to complete the Mosaic`s .
You always have a limited number of pieces, after using one, the next will appear.
All the Mosaic`s are really nice done and are always fair.
Back to the Soundtrack, the Background music is again really nice and i like them very much.

Next to the normal Game Mode there is one kind of Challenging Mode, called Jever Mode. You start with 1 Minute Time and
while you finish Mosaics, Time is running out. Finish them fast and you get each time more time. Try to finish as much
mosaic\u00b4s as you can.

Ah, yes the Achievements. All are fair and not grinding.

So if you are looking for a nice and relaxing Game, with a wonderfull soundtrack, this game is for you.
What are you waiting for?
150 Levels in 6 Worlds are waiting for you.
Be creative, beat Chaos.

Thank you for Reading.. Literally feels like I'm playing laser tag, but I can be naked in my living room.. Flagrant cash grab for a
old game that wasn't very good when it was first released. Don't bother.. 1. First To Those Who Say It's Broken Or Has Bugs,
Shut Up And Learn More About Games Like This. It Isn't Brojen Simply Because You Can't Do The Missions Or Figure Out
The Control And Layout To There Full Extent. The Game Runs Smoothly (Powerful Computer Prefered) And The Graphics
Are Superb.

2. I Bought The Full Collection Package Of This Game Back In September 2011. Never Had An Issue With It, Loved The
Game (Not As Much As Total War Franchise But Still Really Well Made Game). It's A Great Medieval Themed Game That
Gives You A Diverse Range Of Various Troops And Factions. Being An Avid Lover Of Games Of This Nature e.g. Total War,
etc... I Would Say Its Up High On My List Of Games :). Love this game!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. sadly
my computer crashes every time i try to play this.i remember the game and so wanted to play but you live and lean more money
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down the pan. the game is not bad, I do not regret spending money, I recommend it to you. done well.
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